We present a new subsurface angle-domain seismic imaging system for generating and extracting high-resolution information about subsurface angle-dependent reflectivity. The system enables geophysicists to use all recorded seismic data in a continuous fashion directly in the subsurface local angle domain ͑LAD͒, resulting in two complementary, full-azimuth, common-imageangle gather systems: directional and reflection. The complete set of information from both types of angle gathers leads to accurate, high-resolution, reliable velocity model determination and reservoir characterization. The directional angle decomposition enables the implementation of specular and diffraction imaging in real 3D isotropic/anisotropic geological models, leading to simultaneous emphasis on continuous structural surfaces and discontinuous objects such as faults and small-scale fractures. Structural attributes at each subsurface point, e.g., dip, azimuth and continuity, can be derived directly from the directional angle gathers. The reflection-angle gathers display reflectivity as a function of the opening angle and opening azimuth. These gathers are most meaningful in the vicinity of actual local reflecting surfaces, where the reflection angles are measured with respect to the derived background specular direction. The reflection-angle gathers are used for automatic picking of full-azimuth angle-domain residual moveouts ͑RMO͒ which, together with the derived background orientations of the subsurface reflection horizons, provide a complete set of input data to isotropic/anisotropic tomography. The full-azimuth, angle-dependent amplitude variations are used for reliable and accurate amplitude versus angle and azimuth ͑AVAZ͒ analysis and reservoir characterization. The proposed system is most effective for imaging and analysis below complex structures, such as subsalt and subbasalt, high-velocity carbonate rocks, shallow low-velocity gas pockets, and others. In addition, it enables accurate azimuthal anisotropic imaging and analysis, providing optimal solutions for fracture detection and reservoir characterization.
INTRODUCTION
The theory and implementation of so-called true amplitude, raybased angle-domain imaging have been intensively studied using the Kirchhoff integral and the Born modeling/inversion formula. Kirchhoff-type migrations invert for the plane-wave reflection coefficient free of geometrical spreading, assuming the reflection occurs along smooth and continuous interfaces ͑Bleistein, 1987; Goldin, 1992; Schleicher et al., 1993; Hubral et al., 1996; Tygel et al., 1996; Schleicher et al., 2007͒ . Born-type migrations/inversions are based on linearized single scattering of the wavefield within a known smooth background velocity model. This idea was introduced by Beylkin ͑1985͒ and Miller et al. ͑1987͒ for acoustic migration using the generalized Radon transform ͑GRT͒ and its inverse, and Beylkin and Burridge ͑1990͒ extended the theory for isotropic elastic models. A numerical analysis for the implementation of the inverse GRT with an efficient discretization scheme was proposed by de Hoop and Spencer ͑1996͒. De Hoop and Bleistein ͑1997͒ and de Hoop et al. ͑1999͒ extended the GRT derivation to handle anisotropic models containing either point scatterers or smooth interfaces.
Many papers have been published which study and emphasize the importance of generating common-image-angle gathers directly at the subsurface points rather than the universally used surface-offset image gathers, especially in complex geological areas where the wavefield includes multipathing ͑e.g., ten Kroode et al., 1994; Nolan and Symes, 1996; Brandsberg-Dahl et al., 1999; Rousseau et al., 2000; Xu et al., 2001; Audebert et al., 2002; Koren et al., 2002; Rickett and Sava, 2002; Brandsberg-Dahl et al., 2003; Foss and Ursin, 2004; Sollid and Ursin, 2003; Soubaras, 2003; Bleistein et al., 2005a Bleistein et al., , 2005b Wu and Chen, 2006; Biondi, 2007a Manuscript received by the Editor 28 December 2009; revised manuscript received 13 July 2010; published online 4 January 2011. 1 Although the theory of angle-domain imaging is well established, its implementation, especially for large-scale 3D models or for highresolution reservoir imaging, remains extremely challenging. A numerical implementation of a GRT type of true amplitude ray-based angle-domain migration in real 3D complex geological areas, entitled common reflection-angle migration ͑CRAM͒, has been presented by Koren et al. ͑2002͒ . Unlike conventional ray-based imaging methods, ray tracing is performed from the image points up to the surface where one-way "diffracted" rays are traced in all directions ͑including turning rays͒, forming a system of ray pairs for mapping ͑binning͒ the recorded surface seismic data into reflection-angle gathers. A similar approach has been proposed in Brandsberg-Dahl et al. ͑2003͒ and Sollid and This paper presents an extension of CRAM, where the imaged data events are decomposed in the local angle domain ͑LAD͒ ͑or GRT domain͒, into two complementary full-azimuth angle gathers: directional and reflection ͑Koren et al., Koren et al., 2008͒ . The combination of the two angle gathers, together with the ability to handle the full-azimuth information in a continuous manner, comprises a much improved method for subsurface angle-domain seismic imaging that enables the generation and extraction of high-resolution information about subsurface angle-dependent reflectivity. The complete set of information from both angle gather types allows us to distinguish between continuous structural surfaces and discontinuous objects, such as faults and small-scale fractures, leading to more accurate, high-resolution, high-certainty velocity model determination and reservoir characterization.
Part I of this paper is organized as follows: The first section, "Method," provides the main principles and motivations for generating the two complementary angle gathers, emphasizing the new level of information that can be obtained using its applications. The second section, "Full-azimuth subsurface angle-domain decomposition: directional and reflection gathers," provides the mathematical details used to generate the proposed angle gathers, and describes the construction of the new 3D cylindrical gathers. Real data examples, land and marine, are presented in the "Field examples" section. These examples demonstrate the strength of the different types of weighted energy stacks using directional angle gathers, and present the rich information that can be obtained from the full-azimuth reflection-angle gathers for kinematic and dynamic analysis. In the final section of the paper, we present our "Conclusions." In Part II of this work we define the local angle domain ͑LAD͒ components and derive transformations from the incident and scattered slowness vectors to the LAD angles and vice versa, for general anisotropic media and converted waves.
METHOD
The proposed method follows the concept of imaging and analysis in the local angle domain ͑LAD͒ in isotropy/anisotropy subsurface models. Imaging systems involve the interaction of two wavefields at the image points: incident and scattered ͑reflected/diffracted͒. Each wavefield can be decomposed into local plane waves ͑or rays͒, indicating the direction of propagation. The direction of the incident and scattered rays can be described conventionally by their respective polar angles. Each polar angle includes two componentsdip and azimuth. Note that throughout the paper, the term ray direction refers to the direction of its slowness ͑or phase velocity͒. The imaging stage involves combining a huge number of ray pairs representing the incident and scattered rays. Each ray pair maps the seismic data recorded on the acquisition surface into the 4D LAD space. In our notation, these angles are dip 1 and azimuth 2 of the ray pair normal, opening angle ␥ 1 and opening azimuth ␥ 2 , as shown in Figure 1. Four scalar angles describing the directions of the incident and scattered rays could be related to four LAD angles, and vice versa. They are mapped as forward and inverse LAD transforms, and they depend on the medium properties at the scattering point. The details of the LAD technique are explained in Part II of this paper.
Using an asymptotic ray-based migration/inversion "point diffractor" operator, ray paths, slowness vectors, traveltimes, geometrical spreading and phase rotation factors are calculated from the image points up to the surface, forming a system for mapping the recorded surface seismic data into the LAD at the image points. The strength of the proposed imaging system is mainly in its ability to construct different types of high-quality angle-domain common-image gathers ͑ADCIG͒, representing continuous, full-azimuth, angledependent reflectivity in real 3D space.
First, we decompose the seismic recorded data into directional image gathers. Note that for each direction, seismic data events corresponding to ray pairs with the same orientation of the apparent reflection surface but different opening angles are accounted for in a weighted summation form. The directional gathers contain directivity-dependent information about specular and diffraction energy. Directional data decomposition is associated with what we call "diffraction imaging," which is under active research.
True amplitude imaging of point scatterers is extremely challenging. The asymptotic expansions for the amplitude behavior of point scatterers have been studied by de Vries et al. ͑1998͒ and recently by Wapenaar et al. ͑2010͒ . Diffraction imaging in the prestack time domain has been intensively studied ͑e.g., Khaidukov et al., 2004; Bansal and Imhof, 2005; Shtivelman and Keydar, 2005; Fomel et al., 2006; Taner et al., 2006, and others͒. Kozlov et al. ͑2004͒ presented diffraction imaging in depth using a "side wave" Kirchhoff-type migration, where the migration aperture was tapered to filter out the specular energy. Moser and Howard ͑2008͒ presented the implementation of diffraction imaging in depth for 2D models, providing a comprehensive review and insight into the potential of diffraction waves to obtain high-resolution images of small-scale discontinuous subsurface objects. Recently, Reshef et al. ͑2009͒ showed that the Figure 1 . Example of a selected ray pair ͑incident and scattered͒ at a given subsurface point M and the four angles associated with the LAD: dip 1 and azimuth 2 of the ray pair normal, opening angle ␥ 1 and opening azimuth ␥ 2 . Four scalar angles describing the directions of the incident and reflected rays could be related to four LAD angles, and vice versa.
shape of residual moveouts along diffractors within dip-angle gathers shows some similarities to specular reflectors along reflectionangle gathers. Thus, the diffraction energy within the dip-angle gathers can be used for high-resolution velocity analysis, especially in areas that contain discontinuous objects or along irregular interfaces. Note that in our study, dip-angle gathers are considered to be continuous, 3D, full-azimuth directional gathers. The ability to decompose the specular and diffraction energy from the total scattered field obtained within the full-azimuth directional angle gathers is the core component of our proposed imaging system. It is based on estimating a directivity-dependent specularity attribute which measures the energy within calculated local Fresnel zones along the 3D directional gather. The directivity-dependent Fresnel zones are estimated using precomputed diffraction ray attributes, such as traveltimes, surface locations and slowness vectors. In practice, a specularity directional gather is computed for the corresponding seismic directional gather that also allows the extraction of structural subsurface attributes ͑e.g., dip, azimuth, and specularity/continuity͒ of the local reflecting/diffracting surfaces.
Note that this type of structural information normally is derived from postmigration images, created either by ray-based Kirchhoff or wave equation migrations, using local coherent event analysis or structure-oriented filters. In these migrations, the final image is constructed by stacking ͑averaging͒ a huge number of seismic events at each image point, accounting for the energy arriving at different opening angles and for all possible dips. This can result in smearing of the image along key subsurface objects, especially in complex geological areas characterized by faults, pinchouts and material discontinuities. Thus, it is clear that the standard coherence methods used for extracting the above-mentioned structural information suffer from inaccuracy, instability, and considerable uncertainty.
The energy ͑or specularity measurement͒ computed along the directional angle gather values also is used as a weighted stack operator. Two types of images are constructed: specular weighted stacks for emphasizing subsurface structure continuity, and diffraction weighted stacks, which emphasize discontinuities of small-scale objects such as faults, channels and fracture systems. Note that full-azimuth directional angle decomposition does not necessarily require a wide-azimuth acquisition geometry system; rather, a large migration aperture is needed to allow information from all directions. Moreover, in many cases it is sufficient to use small offsets to create directional angle gathers. For example, it has been shown that nearly vertical faults and salt flanks can be detected via simulated corner ͑du-plex͒ waves established with directional angle decomposition, where the integration is performed on narrow opening angles ͑nar-row cones͒ only ͑Kozlov et al., 2009͒.
Once background directivity is derived, full-azimuth reflectionangle gathers are created by integrating all the dip/azimuth angles around that direction. Note that if the certainty about the background directivity is high ͑measured by the specularity criteria͒, only a small dip-angle range around the background direction ͑estimated from the angle-dependent Fresnel zone͒ is required to capture the specular energy. The specularity criterion is a measure of the energy concentration along the directional angle gathers. The seismic data reflected/diffracted from the image points are decomposed/binned into common opening ͑reflection/diffraction͒ angles and opening azimuth angles. The full-azimuth reflection-angle gathers are used to extract residual moveouts ͑RMO͒, which measure the accuracy of the background velocity model used. The full-azimuth RMO, together with the directivity information, comprises the required set of input data for velocity model determination via tomographic solutions. In addition, the true amplitude, full-azimuth, reflection-angle gathers serve as optimal data for amplitude analysis ͑AVAZ͒, and for the extraction of high-resolution elastic properties. For these kinematic and dynamic types of analysis, long offsets and rich azimuths are particularly effective.
FULL-AZIMUTH SUBSURFACE ANGLE-DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION: DIRECTIONAL AND REFLECTION GATHERS
Our approach consists of three main stages: Ray tracing, full-azimuth angle-domain decomposition, and final imaging ͑weighted stacks͒. The ray tracing stage involves shooting a fan of one-way diffraction rays from image points up to the surface.
The take-off angles are measured around a given local normal to a background reflection surface ͑if the background directivity is unavailable, the vertical axis is assumed͒. Ray attributes, such as traveltime, ray coordinates, slowness vectors, amplitude and phase factors, are stored for each ray. The full-azimuth angle-domain decomposition stage involves forming a combination of ray pairs indicating incident and reflected/diffracted rays. Each ray pair maps a specific seismic data event, recorded on the acquisition surface, into a 4D local angle-domain space in the subsurface -dip and azimuth of the ray pair normal, opening angle and opening azimuth ͑see Figure  2͒ . The term "ray pair normal" refers to an apparent normal ͑also called migration dip vector͒ computed from Snell's law for any isotropic or anisotropic velocity model, where both incident and scattered slowness directions are known. This is a normal to a virtual surface formed by the incident and scattered rays. Note that the specular direction indicates the special case when the ray pair normal coin- Figure 2 . Subsurface-to-surface and surface-to-subsurface raybased mapping. Each ray pair maps a specific seismic data event recorded on the acquisition surface, into a 4D local angle-domain space in the subsurface -dip and azimuth of the ray pair normal, opening angle and opening azimuth.
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cides with the normal to a physical reflection surface ͑see details in Part II of this paper͒. The four source-receiver surface coordinates ͑two for the source, two for the receiver͒ are defined according to their displacement vector and offset vector. Each vector is defined by its magnitude and azimuth, where the displacement magnitude is the horizontal distance between the source-receiver midpoint and the image location ͑also referred to as migration aperture distance͒. Note that theoretically each of the four surface parameters depends on all four LAD angles, and vice versa. There is, however ͑especially in moderately complex models͒ a stronger dependency between the directional angle gathers and the displacement vector, and between the opening angles and the offset vector.
The mapping of the surface data U into the subsurface angle domain
where M is the subsurface image point, and S ‫ס‬ ͕S x ,S y ͖, R ‫ס‬ ͕R x ,R y ͖ are the source and receiver locations, involves generating 7D angle-domain data ͑four angles per subsurface point͒. This process requires a massive amount of memory throughout the mapping process and a huge amount of disk space to store the results. Although this type of mapping ͑decomposition͒ can be extremely valuable for enhancing the imaging and analysis of seismic data, it still is considered unfeasible even with the largest available computers. We therefore propose splitting the general decomposition process into two complementary angle-domain image gathers, directional and reflection. At each subsurface point, these image gathers become functions of only two angles, where integration over the other two angles is performed. We follow the derivation of GRT imaging, described in the introduction to this paper.
Directional and reflection seismic gathers
In the directional seismic gathers, the reflectivity/diffractivity I at the image point is a function of the ray pair normal dip 1 and azimuth 2 ,
where K is the kernel of the directional integrand,
W is the integration weight for directional angle gather, explained below, and L is the filtered and amplitude-weighted input data,
and H is the obliquity factor, depending primarily on the opening angle ␥ 1 and explained below. The term "diffractivity" is used here to indicate the reflectivity at nonspecular directions. In the reflectionangle gathers, the reflectivity I ␥ at the image point is a function of the opening angle ␥ 1 and the opening azimuth ␥ 2 ,
where K ␥ is the kernel of the reflection integrand,
and W ␥ is the integration weight for reflection-angle gather, explained below. Thus in both directional and reflection-angle gathers, the integrands include the kernels, the obliquity factor and area elements on the spherical surface. For directional angle gathers, the integration limits are from zero to maximum opening angle ␥ 1 max , and for reflection-angle gathers, the integration limits are from zero to maximum dip angle of the ray pair normal 1 max , where both upper limits are, of course, less than . In the azimuthal dimension, the integration includes full azimuths, i.e., from zero to 2 for both ␥ 2 and 2 . The obliquity factor H in equation 2 and equation 5 is the magnitude of the slowness sum of the incident and reflected rays, i.e., the absolute value of the two-way traveltime gradient, which decays with increasing opening angle ␥ 1 ,
͑7͒
The expressions V S ͑M͒ and V R ͑M͒ are the phase velocities of the incident and scattered rays, respectively, at the image point. In particular, for an isotropic case, the velocities of the two rays are equal, and the obliquity factor reduces to
When the opening angle between the two rays approaches straight angle ␥ 1 max → , the obliquity factor vanishes. Indeed, it follows from equation 7, lim H
Furthermore, straight opening angle means propagation of the incident and reflected rays along the same line, and in this case their phase velocities are equal for a general anisotropy, V S ͑M͒ ‫ס‬ V R ͑M͒.
In our notation, both rays are assumed arriving from the surface to the subsurface image point. Locations
are the source and receiver coordinates on the acquisition surface͑s͒. These coordinates are established by the traced one-way diffraction rays that connect the given image points with the given source and receiver locations. The dependency of the source and receiver locations on the background velocity model and the set of LAD angles for each image point makes the implementation of this output-driven approach extremely difficult. Parameters
are the amplitudes of Green's functions ͑e.g., Bleistein et al., 2001͒, where J is the ray Jacobian,
Parameter is an integration characteristic along the ray, with units ͓ ͔ ‫ס‬ m 2 ·s ‫1מ‬ ͑m for meter and s for second͒, so that ͓J͔ ‫ס‬ m·s, and ͓A͔ ‫ס‬ m -1 . Angles ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 are dip and azimuth of the take-off direction at the image point.
The filtered version of the data is ͑Bleistein et al. , 2001; Bleistein and Gray, 2002; Koren et al. 2002͒ ,
where w is the temporal frequency. Parameter ⌽ 3 is the phase,
and U͑S,R,w͒ is the input seismic trace in the frequency domain,
U͑S,R,t͒exp͑‫מ‬ iwt͒dt. ͑15͒
Assuming arbitrary units ͓U͔ for the recorded wavefield in the time domain, the wavefield units in the frequency domain are ͓U͔ ·s. Factor B in equation 13 is the amplitude of the point-source power, representing the constant ratio between the incident field in the frequency domain and the corresponding Green's function; its units are ͓B͔ ‫ס‬ ͓U͔ ·m·s. Thus, the units of the filtered data are ͓D 3 ͔ ‫ס‬ m ‫1מ‬ ·s ‫2מ‬ . The units of amplitude-weighted data in equation 4 become ͓L͔ ‫ס‬ m·s ‫2מ‬ , and the same are the units of the kernels K and K ␥ . Finally the units of the estimated "reflectivity" in equation 2 and equation 5 are ͓I͔ ‫ס‬ m ‫1מ‬ . The estimated "reflectivity" can be interpreted as I ‫ס‬ R␦ ͑s ‫מ‬ s o ͒, where R is the actual ͑unitless͒ reflectivity, and ␦ ͑s ‫מ‬ s o ͒ is 1D Dirac delta-function of normal signed distance s ‫מ‬ s o from the reflector located at s o ͑Bleistein and Gray, 2002͒.
Parameter K͑S,M,R͒ is the KMAH index, and D ‫ס‬ D ͑S,M,R͒ is the diffraction stack time. The KMAH index counts the number of caustics along the traced rays. Recall that caustics refer to points along the ray where the determinant of the Jacobian matrix vanishes. Two cases of caustic are distinguished: Jacobian matrix of rank two ͑instead of three at regular points͒, where the area of the ray tube section collapses to a line ͑incrementing KMAH by one͒, and rank one, where the area collapses to a point ͑incrementing KMAH by two͒.
Equation 15 is the forward real-to-complex Fourier transform of the input trace U from the time domain to the frequency domain. Multiplying the transformed signal by iw, we get the transformed derivative. Thus, in the absence of caustics, the inverse transform on the right side of equation 13 converts the derivative of the input from the frequency domain to the time domain. Caustics modify the phase for the inverse complex-to-real transform according to equation 14. The absolute KMAH index is not essential, but its remainder on division by four is. Remainders zero and two yield the derivative of data, with the original and opposite sign, respectively. Remainders one and three yield the Hilbert transform of the derivative, also with the original and opposite sign, due to the relationship between the Fourier transform F and the Hilbert transform HT, F͓HT͑P͔͒ ‫‪i‬מס‬ sgn͑w͒ · F͓P͔ or
where P is an arbitrary function; in our case P ‫ס‬ ‫ץ‬ U / ‫ץ‬ t. Recall that after the Hilbert transform, the function remains in the same ͑time͒ domain.
Functions W ͑M, 1 , 2 ,␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͒ and W ␥ ͑M, 1 , 2 ,␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͒ are integration weights, inversely proportional to the hit counts ͑illumina-tion͒. Weight W ͑M, 1 , 2 ,␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͒ is estimated for any fixed directional dual angle 1 , 2 and for a defined proximity of the running reflection dual angle ␥ 1 ,␥ 2 as shown in Figure 3a . Similarly, the integration weight W ␥ ͑M, 1 , 2 ,␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͒ is estimated for any fixed reflection dual angle ␥ 1 ,␥ 2 and for a defined proximity of the running directional dual angle 1 , 2 as shown in Figure 3b . The proximity is a circle of a preselected radius on the unit sphere ͑solid angle͒, where the center of the circle corresponds to the running value.
The scheme for computing the integration weights is presented in Figure 4 . When the integration through the reflection sphere is performed, the running dual angle ␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͑black dashed line͒ is the center of the circular proximity of radius ␤ ␥ , and ␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͑red solid lines͒ are the dual reflection angles of multiple ray pairs inside this region. Similarly, on the directional sphere, the running angle 1 , 2 is the center of the proximity of radius ␤ , and 1 , 2 are multiple dual direction angles inside,
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where the right sides are ratios of the proximity areas ͑solid angles͒ to the area of the entire sphere 4. The rays are shot from the image point and distributed evenly in all directions, so that the given area of the proximity is equivalent to the fixed number of rays whose starting angles are within the proximity radius. Because of the limited migration aperture, acquisition geometry, and complexity of the background velocity model for each value of a running dual angle, some of the rays in the proximity reach the earth's surface within the given recording aperture, whereas others do not.
The weight is the ratio of the total number of rays in proximity to the number of arrivals ͑assuming there is at least one arrival͒. The ratio of the total number of rays to the number of arrivals is related to the ratio of the total wavefield amplitude ͑from the LAD proximity͒ to the amplitude of the rays ͑from the same proximity͒ that reach the recording aperture. The greater the number of arrivals, the smaller Angle domain decomposition and imaging S5 the weight. Note that the illumination weights are 4D arrays per each image point, or 5D arrays for each gather with a fixed inlinecrossline location. The illumination weights need to be computed prior to the migration stage, and stored in memory for implementation throughout the integration. As noted above, equation 2 and equation 5 present an output-driven approach, where the input seismic data used for the migration become functions of the LAD angles at the image points ͑equation 10͒. The problem in this type of approach is that every ray pair used in the migration requires random access to a different seismic trace within the massive amount of input data, making the I/O process very costly and difficult to implement. In addition, this approach requires a huge amount of memory for storing the input data and the computational arrays. In our implementation, we overcome this obstacle by dividing the subsurface into small subvolumes, each independently migrated using a parallel computation process. This process, together with a special discretization of the 4D LAD space, dramatically reduces the size of the computational arrays and output data.
Local slant stacks and beam steering
Gaussian beam migrations ͑e.g., Hill, 2001; Gray and Bleistein, 2009; have been implemented successfully in improving Kirchhoff-based migrations in complex geological areas, especially where the wavefield includes multipathing. Fast beamsteering migrations ͑e.g., Sherwood et al., 2009͒ have become very popular also, especially for velocity model building where only the energetic beams are stored and used. These beam migrations require preprocessing of the recorded seismic data traces prior to the migration.
The construction of beams is based on a local tapered slant stack approach, which normally is performed for a coarse grid, depending on the dominant frequency of the input data. The local slant stack approach normally enhances signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore improves continuity of the structural image. Note that every beam event is associated with traveltime, shot-receiver areas and directivity. In our implementation, the creation and migration of beams also are enabled. However, the beams are performed on the fly throughout the decomposition/imaging stage, where for each ray pair, a set of proximity sources around the "source ray" and the corresponding receivers at the vicinity of the "receiver ray" are collected to form the slant stack process.
The Gaussian beam is presented schematically in Figure 5 , where for simplicity only a single source is shown. In practice, however, we deal with a bunch of sources in the vicinity of each "source ray" The proximity for each ray is computed individually with the estimated local Fresnel zone. The Fresnel zones are assumed to be elliptic projections of circular regions around the central source ray and the central receiver ray on the earth's surface, with major semiaxes R F maj ͑M,S͒ and R F maj ͑M,R͒, respectively,
͑18͒
where parameter Ј approximates the geometrical spreading, Figure 3 . Scheme for integration weights inversely proportional to hit counts; ␤ is the cone angle of the proximity on the spherical surface. ͑a͒ Weight for directional angle gather, W ␥ ͑M, 1 , 2 ,␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͒. Dual directional angle 1 , 2 is fixed, whereas dual reflection angle ␥ 1 ,␥ 2 is running. Hit counts are calculated for rays whose starting directions in the subsurface are in ␤ -proximity of the running reflection angle. ͑b͒ Weight for reflection-angle gather, W ͑M, 1 , 2 ,␥ 1 ,␥ 2 ͒. Dual reflection angle ␥ 1 ,␥ 2 is fixed, whereas dual directional angle 1 , 2 is running. Hit counts are calculated for rays whose starting directions in the subsurface are in ␤ -proximity of the running directional angle. 
Ј͑M,S͒
with the units ͓ Ј͔ ‫ס‬ m 2 / s. For each ray ͑"source" and "receiver"͒, the ratio between the minor and major semiaxes depends on the dip angle 1 surf of the phase velocity at the earth surface point, R F min / R F maj ‫ס‬ cos 1 surf , and the eccentricity of the elliptic zone is F ‫ס‬ sin 1 surf . In case of a tilted topographic surface, we replace the dip angle 1 surf with the angle between the phase velocity and the normal to the topography. Thus the area of the proximity A F ‫ס‬ R F min R F maj is estimated from the ray Jacobian J of each individual ray and the dominant frequency f D of the recorded data. The slant ͑slope͒ used for the local stack is taken from the slowness vectors of the "source ray" p S and the "receiver ray" p R , respectively. The local tapered slant stack event can be constructed by
where N f is a normalization factor, ⌬S ‫ס‬ ͕⌬x S ,⌬y S ,⌬z S ͖, ⌬R ‫ס‬ ͕⌬x R ,⌬y R ,⌬z R ͖ are the shifts between central and "current" locations of sources/receivers of the stacked traces within the local areas bounded by the Fresnel zones, along the acquisition surface z ‫ס‬ z͑x,y͒. Function U͑S o ‫ם‬ ⌬S,R o ‫ם‬ ⌬R,t ‫ם‬ ⌬ ͒ is the recorded seismic data, t ‫ס‬ t͑M,S o ,R o ͒ is the two-way traveltime of the central rays, f taper ͑⌬S,⌬R͒ is a Gaussian taper, and ⌬ is the traveltime correction due to the above-mentioned shifts,
Thus, the construction of the local beams to be migrated for each point and each ray pair theoretically is more accurate than the standard beam migrations, where the beam construction is performed uniformly prior to the migration. A beam steering approach can then be applied by measuring the coherency ͑e.g., semblance͒ of the candidate wavelets before the performance of the slant stack, where only energetic events are migrated.
Specularity directional gathers
One of the main goals of this work is to provide a method for separating the specular energy from the total scattered field along the seismic directional gathers. It is assumed that in the actual specular direction, 1 * , 2 * , the coherency measure ͑semblance͒ along reflection events, from all available opening angles ␥ 1 and opening azimuths ␥ 2 , is larger than that along nonspecular directions. To estimate the semblance for each direction, two auxiliary directional angle gathers are computed: energy and hit count. The energy directional angle gather is computed by integrating the direction kernel squared through all reflection angles,
where the kernel K and the obliquity factor H are defined in equation 3 and equation 7, respectively. Note that all of the three directional angle gathers -seismic I ͑M, 1 , 2 ͒, energy E ͑M, 1 , 2 ͒, and hit count N ͑M, 1 , 2 ͒, -are computed in the same imaging process. The specularity ͑semblance͒ gather then is computed from these gathers as follows,
In the following section, we show field examples of computed specularity directional gathers and their application: extracting high-resolution structural dip and azimuth information, and generating different types of images using specular/diffraction weighted stacks.
Full-azimuth angle-domain common-image gathers
Figure 6 displays a schematic example of the full-azimuth angledomain common-image gathers. Figure 6a shows a depth migrated section from 3D land data. The vertical line shows a lateral ͑inline-crossline͒ location of a specific gather, with an image point in depth marked on this line. A reflection-angle gather at this location, in a given azimuth, is shown in Figure 6b . Figure 6c shows two spherical displays related to the specific image point. The sphere on the right represents the specular and diffused energy as a function of the dip/ azimuth direction. The location of the spot on the sphere indicates that the image point is located in the vicinity of an actual reflecting surface. The orientation of the local reflecting surface is defined by the dip/azimuth indicated by the maximum energy value.
For a real reflector, the size of the spot on the directional image normally is a relatively small area in the proximity of the specular direction. The specular component is attenuated relative to the scattered component. Thus, the size of the spot relates to the measure of the energy concentration, where in the vicinity of a real reflector, 
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most of the energy will be concentrated in the specular direction, and in the vicinity of diffractors, low energy will be distributed in all directions. The sphere on the left represents the reflectivity versus the opening angle and opening azimuth. For a real reflector, high amplitudes are displayed along a relatively large opening angle range that depends on the illumination quality caused by the complexity of the velocity model and the data acquisition. The north pole on the directional sphere represents the dip direction coinciding with the background reference dip, whereas the north pole on the reflection sphere represents zero offset or zero opening angle. Figure 6d is a cylindrical display related to all vertical points of the gather. These points have a fixed lateral location and different depths. The cylindrical display includes a stack of disks, where each disk is related to a specific point in depth. The disk image is obtained from the spherical image by projecting or expanding the spherical surface on a plane.
Recommended workflow
Our implementation enables the simultaneous generation of the two full-azimuth angle gathers: directional and reflection. In practice, however, we recommend a very specific workflow.
First, generate directional angle gathers with relatively small opening angles ͑integrating only data points with moderate ray pair opening angles, for example, below ϳ60°͒. The directional angle gathers require the availability of data from rich directions ͑large migration aperture͒, but not necessarily wide-opening angles or wide-opening azimuths. Specularity directional angle gathers then can be constructed, and specular directions ͑dip and azimuth͒ of actual local reflecting surfaces can be extracted.
Second, generate reflection-angle gathers in the specular direction, using a small dip range ͑migration aperture͒, with wide opening angles and all opening azimuths to maximize the available information on the angle-dependent reflectivity. Full-azimuth subsurface angle-domain residual moveouts ͑RMO͒ then can be automatically picked for high-resolution anisotropic tomographic velocity updating. In addition, amplitude versus angle and azimuth analysis ͑AVAZ͒ can be performed to enhance reservoir imaging and characterization, in particular, fracture detection. Figure 7a shows the actual true velocity model of the SEG/EAGE salt model. Using directional angle decomposition, the specularity as a function of the dip/azimuth angles at a given reflecting surface below the salt is shown in Figure 7b . The specularity is displayed as a small spot concentrated in the vicinity of the actual directivity of the given reflector. Figure 7c shows the same velocity model when a 10% velocity error was applied in the region below the salt. The corresponding directional specularity is shown in Figure 7d . It is clear that the energy is smeared ͑defocused͒ along the directional unit sphere, indicating the error in the velocity model and hence the directivity of the given reflector.
VELOCITY MODEL ACCURACY USING DIRECTIONAL GATHERS
This example suggests a procedure for quickly evaluating the integrity of the velocity model. Note that this directivity focusing-analysis approach is considered a complementary approach Opening angle (º) Figure 6 . Schematic example of full-azimuth angle-domain common-image gathers: directional and reflection. ͑a͒ Depth migrated section from 3D land data, with a lateral location of a specific gather shown by the vertical line and an image point in depth marked on this line. ͑b͒ Reflection-angle gather at this lateral location, in a given azimuth. ͑c͒ Reflection and directional spherical displays related to a specific image point. The north pole on the directional sphere represents the dip direction coinciding with the background reference dip, and the north pole on the reflection sphere represents zero offset or zero opening angle. ͑d͒ Cylindrical display related to all vertical points of the gather. to the universally used velocity model error analysis, based on measuring residual moveouts along reflection-angle gathers.
FIELD EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide field examples of directional-based and reflection-based decomposition for enhancing velocity model determination, and for extracting high-resolution structural attributes.
Example A
Example A shows directional-based imaging using 3D land data from Egypt, where the subsurface model is characterized by dominant overthrust. Figure 8 shows an example of a cylindrical specularity directional angle gather, where the specular energy ͑directivity-dependent Fresnel volume͒ is emphasized. The high amplitudes of the specular energy along the vertical axis indicate the directivity changes of the subsurface reflectors with depth. Figures 9a and 10a show the imaging results of the inline and crossline sections, respectively, using traditional Kirchhoff-based migrations. Figures 9b and 10b show the markedly improved results obtained when using the specular energy shown in Figure 8 as the directional weighted stack operator,
where f spec ͑M, 1 , 2 ͒ is the specularity gather that measures the high-energy reflectivity from continuous surfaces, defined by equation 23, and p is an amplifying power index. Each data point in the specularity gather is a measure of the energy concentration computed along the directional angle gather, with a given 3D windowdip, azimuth and depth ͑Koren et al., 2010͒. Figure 11a shows the specular weighted energy stack at a given line, and views 11b-d show the same image with an overlay of the extracted structural attributes -dip, azimuth and continuity. Figure 12 shows these attributes for the entire volume at a given depth.
Example B Figure 13 shows two depth migrated sections from 3D land data in northwest Germany ͑owned by RWE-Dea AG and Wintershall AG͒ following the creation of directional angle gathers. Figure 13a shows the direct stack of the directional angle gathers, and Figure 13b 
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the structure, and the improvement in the continuity of the structural information throughout the volume is seen clearly in Figure 13b . Figure 14 shows an example of a specularity directional angle gather in the vicinity of the salt. Two areas of specular energy are clearly visible, indicating subsurface points which are in the vicinity of conflicting dips, such as unconformities and pinchouts. This shows that the common assumption that every image point is characterized by single directivity is somewhat naïve, and that we also must consider all the energetic directions. Figure 15 shows an example of imaging in a complex basin in offshore Australia. Using directional angle decomposition and specular energy weighting, we were able to detect and image a structure ͑Fig-ure 15b͒ that previously was completely hidden due to noisy data in nonspecular directions ͑Figure 15a͒. Figure 16 shows two depth slices from a fractured carbonate reservoir in the North Sea. Figure 16a demonstrates the resolution that can be obtained using directional angle decomposition followed by normal stack. Figure 16b shows a high-resolution image of the same reservoir, emphasizing the fracture system and the channels, that were obtained by using a diffraction energy weighted stack ͑as opposed to the specular energy weighted stack shown in the previous examples͒,
Example C

Example D
where
is an operator that decays the specular energy. Figure 15. Imaging a "hidden" structure in offshoreAustralia. ͑a͒ Directional angle decomposition followed by normal stack. ͑b͒ Image in the same area with specular energy weighted stack applied.
Full-azimuth reflection-angle gathers were created using equation 5. An example of a 3D reflection-angle gather in this area is shown in Figure 17 . It is displayed as a cylinder ͑Figure 17a͒ and with transparency ͑Figure 17b͒, so that the full dimensionality of the amplitude versus opening angle and opening azimuth can be studied. These full-azimuth image gathers can provide diagnostic quality control regarding the accuracy of the velocity models, and enable the automatic detection of residual moveout ͑RMO͒ errors. The gathers also can be sampled in full-angle or full-azimuth sectors to better understand the influence of azimuth on the velocity model, and to better understand the behavior of seismic amplitude as a function of opening angle and azimuth. Figure 18 shows 20 azimuthal sectors of reflection-angle gathers that were extracted on the fly from the cylindrical gather shown in Figure 17 . Figure 19a shows five extracted opening angle sectors ͑20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, and 60°͒, each of which displays full-azimuth reflections. The azimuthally varying reflector indicates an azimuthal anisotropic effect, and is marked by a rectangle. In Figure 19b , the reflector is magnified and overlain by automatic RMO picks, which are used to flatten the event ͑Figure 19c͒. Although azimuthally varying reflectors can result from lateral heterogeneity, in this example the target area is known to be a fractured carbonate res- . Two depth slices from a fractured carbonate reservoir in the North Sea. ͑a͒ Image obtained using directional angle decomposition followed by normal stack. ͑b͒ Image with high-resolution features obtained using diffraction energy weighted stack. Angle domain decomposition and imaging S11 ervoir with many external supported indications, e.g., vertical seismic profiling ͑VSP͒ information and S-waves.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a novel imaging system for generating continuous, full-azimuth, angle-domain image gathers. The set of four angles within the local angle domain is introduced. Forward and inverse transforms between the LAD and the directions of incident and reflected rays are described. Although the method is presented as a ray-based imaging approach, the theory is valid for wave equation imaging as well. Two complementary angle gathers, directional and reflection, deliver high-resolution information about the subsurface model. In particular, the new directional image gathers allow the automatic extraction of geometrical attributes, such as dip, azimuth and specularity/continuity, and enable the generation of different types of images by weighting either specular or diffraction energy.
It has been shown that several specular directions might coexist at the same image point, associated with conflicting dips ͑unconformi-ties and pinchouts͒. Continuous structure surfaces and discontinuous subscale small objects, such as channels and fractures, can be detected, even below complex geological structures. Full-azimuth reflection-angle gathers provide information about full-azimuth residual moveouts, and therefore measure the accuracy of the background velocity model from all angles and azimuths. In particular, the fullazimuth RMO can be used as indicators of the existence of azimuthal anisotropy effects due to fractures. In addition, the true amplitude, full-azimuth reflection-angle gathers serve as optimal data for amplitude analysis ͑AVAZ͒, and for the extraction of high-resolution elastic properties.
The full-azimuth angle-domain decomposition performed independently for every image point enables control and customization of the locality, direction, and scope of the area being studied, and the corresponding seismic data. The system, therefore, might be used locally as a target-oriented system for direct, high-resolution reservoir imaging, as well as globally for full-volume imaging of massive amounts of data.
